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Impact of 3-D Structures and Their Radiation on
Thermal Infrared Measurements in Urban Areas

Xiaopo Zheng , Maofang Gao , Zhao-Liang Li , Kun-Shan Chen , Fellow, IEEE,
Xia Zhang, and Guofei Shang

Abstract— Land surface temperature (LST) is a key parameter
for many fields of study. Currently, LST retrieved from satellite
thermal infrared (TIR) measurements is attainable with an
accuracy of about 1 K for most natural flat surfaces. However,
over urban areas, TIR measurements are influenced by 3-D struc-
tures and their radiation that could degrade the performance
of existing LST retrieval algorithms. Therefore, quantitative
models are needed to investigate such impact. Current 3-D
radiative transfer models are generally based on time-consuming
numerical integrations whose solutions are not analytical, and are
therefore difficult to exploit in the methods of physical retrieval
of LST in urban areas. This article proposes an analytical
TIR radiative transfer model over urban (ATIMOU) areas that
considers the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation. The
magnitude of this impact on TIR measurements is investigated
in detail, using ATIMOU, under various conditions. Simulations
show that failure to acknowledge this impact can potentially
introduce a 1.87-K bias to the ground brightness temperature
for street canyon whose ratio “wall height/road width” is 2,
wall and road temperature is 300 K, wall emissivity is 0.906,
and road emissivity is 0.950. This bias reaches 4.60 K if road
emissivity decreases to 0.921, and road temperature decreases
to 260 K. ATIMOU is also compared to the discrete anisotropic
radiative transfer (DART) model. Small mean absolute error of
0.10 K was found between the models regarding the simulated
ground brightness temperatures, indicating that ATIMOU is in
good agreement with DART.

Index Terms— 3-D, land surface temperature (LST), radiative
transfer, thermal infrared (TIR), urban areas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LAND surface temperature (LST) is one of the most
important Earth surface parameters, as it is the key factor

affecting the energy balance of the Earth and is required
by studies of global warming, evaporation, and urban heat
islands [1]–[5]. Thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing pro-
vides a suitable and efficient way to obtain accurate LST
information from the Earth’s surface. Regional and global
LST may be obtained, based on TIR measurements, using
existing LST retrieval algorithms. After decades of improve-
ment, various types of LST retrieval algorithms have been
developed [5]–[8] and have achieved great success for natural
flat surfaces [9]–[15]. However, in urban areas, 3-D structures
and their radiation affect satellite TIR measurements, espe-
cially in high spatial resolution images [16], [17], because
the observed radiance would increase due to the radiation
of the surroundings and reflections inside 3-D structures;
the observed signal would be anisotropic through various
viewing angles. Consequently, the performance of existing
LST retrieval algorithms may deteriorate significantly if this
impact is not well addressed in observed signals. Therefore,
quantitative models are needed to investigate the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on TIR measurements in urban
areas.

To understand the anisotropic thermal behavior of urban
areas, a number of previous researches have studied the 3-D
surface modeling. Johnson et al. [18] proposed the surface
heat island model (SHIM) to address the effects of building
3-D geometries. Voogt [19] developed a model to estimate
the observed radiance in urban areas by considering five
components: roof, sunlit and shadowed ground, sunlit and
shadowed walls. Later, Krayenhoff and Voogt [20] proposed
a more detailed model—temperatures of urban facets in 3-D
(TUF-3D)—to study urban surface temperatures for a variety
of surface geometries and properties. In their model, buildings
were divided into cubic cells and internal building temperature
was also considered. These three models are excellent ther-
mal tools with which to estimate energy balance and study
urban climate [21]; however, they do not allow for analy-
sis of the dominating factors that impact satellite-observed
TIR signals at the sensor level in detail [16]. Gastellu-
Etchegorry et al. [22], [23] and Guillevic and Gastellu-
Etchegorry [24] extended the discrete anisotropic radiative
transfer (DART) model to the TIR region, providing a modified
model capable of simulating the sensor-observed TIR spectral
radiance of 3-D scenes. Although the current version of DART
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can also allow a term by term analysis of the radiative
contributors on the signal at a sensor level, the model should
be run several times which is not convenient for schematic case
studies [16], [17]. Thus, Pallotta et al. [17] developed another
model to estimate the sensor-observed radiance. However, ver-
tical surfaces such as building walls could only be processed
approximately because this model used a regular grid to
digitalize the relief. Fontanilles et al. [16] proposed the TIR
radiance simulation with aggregation model (TITAN), which
is able to study the main radiative sources in the urban areas
observed by satellite. However, these three models all rely on
discrete 3-D scenes of the Earth’s surface and outputs were cal-
culated based on time-consuming numerical integrations [16].
Additionally, as no analytical solutions have been provided for
these models due to the complex calculation process involved,
it is difficult to develop physical LST retrieval models for
urban areas directly based on them. To our knowledge, the
currently available analytical model for 3-D surface modeling
is the one proposed by Caselles and Sobrino [25], which was
designed for orange groves but could be applied to urban
areas assuming the emissivity of roof is the same as the
building walls. However, this model was derived on the basis
of the linearization of Planck function using the first-order
Taylor expansion, which maybe not accurate when the tem-
peratures of each component inside the street canyon are not
close to the overall effective brightness temperature. Besides,
all the multireflections have been ignored in their model
leading to the increase of bias as emissivity decreases. There-
fore, to study the relationships between parameters of street
canyons and their corresponding TIR measurements, a more
accurate analytical TIR radiative transfer model with consid-
eration of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation is
required.

This article proposes a new model, the analytical TIR
radiative transfer model over urban (ATIMOU) areas, which
could provide analytical solutions of the ground and satellite
TIR measurement in urban areas. Application of this model
to different street canyon scenarios allows for a detailed
quantitative investigation of the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation on the TIR measurements. The ATIMOU is
also compared to other existing models including the DART.
This article is organized as follows: Section II describes the
mathematical formulations of the proposed model. Section III
analyzes the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation on TIR measurement under different conditions.
Section IV provides the results of comparison between the
proposed ATIMOU and other models. Finally, Section V
summarizes the main findings.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this article, a street canyon in an urban area is defined as
two buildings situated on either side of a road and oriented in
a north–south direction. The 3-D structure is illustrated in Fig.
1 with W , L, and H representing the road width, road length,
and wall height, respectively. Atmospheric spherical albedo
at the bottom of the atmosphere is represented by ρA, and
L↓ is the atmospheric downwelling radiance (wavelength λ is

Fig. 1. Illustration of a street canyon in an urban area. W , L , and H are the
road width, road length, and wall height, respectively. ρA is the atmospheric
spherical albedo at the bottom of the atmosphere and L↓ is the atmospheric
downwelling radiance. εroof, εLW, εRd, and εRW are the emissivity of roof,
left wall, road, and right wall respectively, whereas LSTroof, LSTLW, LSTRd,
and LSTRW are the corresponding temperatures.

omitted here and hereafter for simplicity). The cross-section
of the atmosphere above the road at the roof level, i.e., the
plane A1 A2 A3 A4 in Fig. 1, is denoted A. The emissivity of
the roof, left wall (LW), road (Rd), and right wall (RW) are
symbolized as εroof, εLW, εRd, and εRW, respectively, while
LSTroof, LSTLW, LSTRd, and LSTRW are the corresponding
temperatures. Moreover, two additional assumptions have been
made for simplicity: 1) the walls of the building are all
perpendicular to the ground and have the same height and
2) all facets are Lambertian and flat. Using the parameters of
the scenario described above, the ATIMOU is developed in
the following sections.

A. Development of the Analytical Model for Radiative
Transfer Over a Street Canyon

When considering 3-D structures in urban areas, the compo-
sitions inside the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) may vary
with viewing angle and IFOV size. Consequently, the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation on ground observed
radiance of the target pixel could be different for different
conditions.

To determine the ground observed radiance of the target
pixel, the 3-D structure of an urban area was first projected
onto the ground along the direction of view. Then the solid
angles of the projections of each composition inside the IFOV
of the sensor were calculated (Fig. 2), allowing the proportion
of each composition in the target pixel to be determined.
Finally, the ground observed radiance of the target pixel could
be estimated using the weighted sum method (1). However,
the radiance of each composition used in the weighted sum
method should not be their self-emitted radiance; rather,
it should be their surface-leaving radiance considering the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation. Since building
roofs are not affected by 3-D structures and their radiation in
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of (a) viewing geometry of the 3-D structures in urban
areas and (b) 2-D projection of 3-D structures in urban areas. The solid angle
of the entire IFOV of the sensor is represented by �IFOV, whereas �roof, �road,
and �wall are the solid angles of the projections regarding to the components
of roof, road, and wall inside the IFOV of the sensor, respectively.

urban areas, the corresponding ground observed radiance of a
roof can be calculated using (2), according to the traditional
radiative transfer model [15], [26], [27]

LGnd_3D = B
(
T Gnd_3D

)
= �roof

�IFOV
LGnd

roof + �road

�IFOV
LGnd_3D

Rd + �wall

�IFOV
LGnd_3D

wall (1)

in which

LGnd
roof = εroof B(LSTroof) + (1 − εroof)L↓ (2)

where LGnd_3D and T Gnd_3D are, respectively, the ground
observed radiance and brightness temperature of the target
pixel with impact of 3-D structures and their radiation; B(T )
is the Planck function at temperature T ; �IFOV is the solid
angle of the entire IFOV of the sensor; �roof, �road, and
�wall are the solid angles of the projections regarding to the
components of roof, road, and wall inside the IFOV of
the sensor, respectively, which are not only dependent on
the viewing zenith and azimuth angles, but also dependent
on the geometric parameters of the street canyon. Besides,
the parallel projection method has been used in this article
to determine the projected area of each component inside
the sensor’s IFOV along the viewing direction; LGnd

roof is the
ground observed radiance of the roof and will not be affected
by the 3-D structures and their radiation; and LGnd_3D

Rd and
LGnd_3D

wall are, respectively, the ground observed radiance of the
road and wall with the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation. Moreover, because the parallel projection method
has been used as stated above, only one building wall could
be observed by the remote sensor given a specific viewing
direction. Therefore, assuming LGnd_3D

LW and LGnd_3D
RW are the

ground observed radiance of the left wall and right wall with
the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation, respectively,
LGnd_3D

wall is then equal to LGnd_3D
LW or LGnd_3D

RW depending on the
viewing angle. As a result, LGnd_3D

Rd , LGnd_3D
LW , and LGnd_3D

RW are
the critical parameters for developing the analytical model.

When the 3-D structures in urban areas are taken into con-
sideration, the environmental radiance above the road and wall
is no longer determined solely by atmospheric downwelling
radiance, but also by the radiation of surroundings and the
reflections inside the 3-D structures. Inside the street canyon,
energy is mainly exchanged among four components: the

atmosphere, left wall, road, and right wall (Fig. 1). As stated
above, the ground observed radiance of the road is LGnd_3D

Rd ,
then the power that leaves the surface of the road (QRd) can
be expressed by the following equation:

QRd = L · W · π LGnd_3D
Rd . (3)

In addition, considering that the emissivity and temperature
of the road are εRd and LSTRd, respectively, the power that
comes from the surroundings and arrives at the road is
QEvn_3D

Rd , then the power that leaves the surface of the road
(QRd) can also be expressed by

QRd = L · W · πεRd B(LSTRd) + (1 − εRd)QEvn_3D
Rd . (4)

Combining (3) and (4), (5) could be obtained

L · W ·π LGnd_3D
Rd = L · W ·πεRd B(LSTRd) + (1−εRd)QEvn_3D

Rd

(5)

in which

QEvn_3D
Rd = L · W · π LGnd_3D

A · FA→Rd

+L · H · π LGnd_3D
LW · FLW→Rd + L · H · π LGnd_3D

RW

·FRW→Rd (6)

where LGnd_3D
A is the radiance of the atmosphere with the

impact of 3-D structures and their radiation, and FX→Rd is the
view factor from surface X to surface Rd (X = A, LW, RW),
which represents the fraction of energy leaving surface X that
reaches surface Rd.

Substituting (6) into (5), the following equation can be
obtained:

−W · LGnd_3D
Rd + (1 − εRd)(

W · FA→Rd · LGnd_3D
A + H · FLW→Rd · LGnd_3D

LW

+H · FRW→Rd · LGnd_3D
RW

) + W · εRd B(LSTRd) = 0. (7)

Similarly, three equations can be obtained for the surfaces
of atmosphere (A), LW, and RW as follows:

−W ·LGnd_3D
A + ρA

(
H ·LGnd_3D

LW ·FLW→A + W ·LGnd_3D
Rd ·FRd→A

+H ·LGnd_3D
RW ·FRW→A

) + W ·L↓ = 0 (8)

−H ·LGnd_3D
LW + (1 − εLW)

(
W ·LGnd_3D

A ·FA→LW

+W ·LGnd_3D
Rd ·FRd→LW

+H ·LGnd_3D
RW ·FRW→LW

)
+H ·εLW B(LSTLW) = 0 (9)

−H ·LGnd_3D
RW + (1 − εRW)

(
W ·LGnd_3D

A ·FA→RW

+H ·LGnd_3D
LW ·FLW→RW

+W ·LGnd_3D
Rd ·FRd→RW

)
+H ·εRW B(LSTRW) = 0 (10)

where FP→Q represents the view factor from surface P to
surface Q (P, Q = Rd, A, LW, RW and P �= Q). Com-
bining (7)–(10), an equation system can be obtained with four
unknowns, three of which are the required parameters LGnd_3D

Rd ,
LGnd_3D

LW , and LGnd_3D
RW in the following equations:

A
[

LGnd_3D
Rd LGnd_3D

A LGnd_3D
LW LGnd_3D

RW

]T = B (11)
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in which, (12) and (13), as shown at the bottom of this
page.

After the matrix manipulation of A−1 B, the four unknowns
can be obtained and LGnd_3D can be expressed by an analytical
equation after combining (1), (2), (11), (12), and (13), provided
that the geometric and radiative properties of the street canyon
are known. In addition, according to the traditional radiative
transfer model, the satellite observed radiance (LTOA_3D) and
brightness temperature (T TOA_3D) of the target pixel over a
street canyon with impact of 3-D structures and their radiation
could be expressed by

LTOA_3D = B(T TOA_3D) = τ (θ)LGnd_3D + L↑(θ) (14)

where τ (θ) and L↑(θ) are the total atmospheric transmittance
and atmospheric upwelling radiance along the viewing direc-
tion with zenith angle of θ , respectively.

B. Simplification of the Analytical Model for Radiative
Transfer Over a Street Canyon

In Section II-A, the exact solutions of LGnd_3D
Rd , LGnd_3D

A ,
LGnd_3D

LW , and LGnd_3D
RW have been provided in the matrix form

(A−1B), because their analytical forms are very complex.
Therefore, they are very difficult to use to analyze the relation-
ships between the input parameters and the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation. In this section,
these analytical solutions have been simplified after applying
some reasonable assumptions.

Considering that the two walls are parallel to each other,
some of the view factors in (12) are therefore equivalent.
Assuming that the length of the road and building is infinite,
these view factors can be classified into two types: one is
the view factor between “two infinitely long, directly opposed
parallel plates of the same finite width” [28] represented by
FRd→A, FA→Rd, FRW→LW, FLW→RW; the other is the view
factor between “two infinitely long plates of unequal widths,
having one common edge, and at an angle of 90◦ to each
other” [28] represented by FA→LW, FRd→LW, FA→RW, FRd→RW,
FLW→A, FRW→A, FLW→Rd, and FRW→Rd. According to [28], the
former can be calculated using (15) and (16) while the latter
can be calculated using (17) and (18)

FRd�A = FRd→A = FA→Rd =
√

1 +
(

H

W

)2

− H

W
(15)

FRW�LW = FRW→LW = FLW→RW =
√

1 +
(

W

H

)2

− W

H
(16)

FA,Rd→LW,RW = FA→LW = FRd→LW = FA→RW = FRd→RW

= 0.5

⎡
⎣ H

W
+ 1 −

√(
H

W

)2

+ 1

⎤
⎦ (17)

FLW,RW→A,Rd = FLW→A = FRW→A = FLW→Rd = FRW→Rd

= 0.5

⎡
⎣W

H
+ 1 −

√(
W

H

)2

+ 1

⎤
⎦. (18)

After applying (15)–(18), the analytical solutions of
LGnd_3D

Rd , LGnd_3D
A , LGnd_3D

LW , and LGnd_3D
RW then can be expressed

as follows (19), as shown at the bottom of the next page. in
which, (20)–(28), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

Please note that these solutions contain all the energy
exchanges inside the street canyon including the entire multi-
ple reflections. However, they are still complex. Considering
that the items regarding to the radiation that having been
reflected more than once would add only a negligible con-
tribution to the observed signals, it is reasonable to ignore
them to simplify the analytical model.

In addition, if the emissivities of the left and right walls
are assumed to be the same, i.e., εLW = εRW = εwall, then
LGnd_3D

Rd , LGnd_3D
A , LGnd_3D

LW , LGnd_3D
RW in (19) could be simplified

further after complex mathematical derivation as follows (29),
as shown at the bottom of the 6 page, where ρwall = 1 −
εwall represents the reflectance of the wall and ρRd = 1 − εRd

represents the reflectance of the road.
After simplification, each analytical solution in (29)

consists of four parts with specific physical meanings.
Taking LGnd_3D

Rd as an example, the term εRd B(LSTRd)
on the right side of the equation represents the
radiation from the road itself. The second term,
ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)/W (1 − FRW�LWρwall), repre-
sents the radiation that is emitted by the left wall, then reaches
the road surface, and is reflected by the road into the sensor.
To be specific, two radiative transfer processes are included
in this term: 1) the left wall-emitted radiation reaches the
road surface directly, then is reflected by the road and 2) the
left wall-emitted radiation is firstly reflected between the two
walls for multiple times, then reaches the road surface, and is
reflected by the road. The physical meanings of the third term
ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW)/W (1 − FRW�LWρwall) and the
fourth term ρRd FA→Rd L↓/1 − FRW�LWρwall are similar to
the second term but are regarding to the radiation emitted
by the right wall and atmosphere, respectively. Besides, the
remaining three analytical solutions (LGnd_3D

A , LGnd_3D
LW , and

LGnd_3D
RW ) can also be interpreted similarly.
Provided that the road width, wall height, temperature

and emissivity of the road and wall, atmospheric spherical
albedo at the bottom of the atmosphere, and the atmospheric

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−W (1 − εRd)W · FA→Rd (1 − εRd)H · FLW→Rd (1 − εRd)H · FRW→Rd

ρAW · FRd→A −W ρA H · FLW→A ρA H · FRW→A

(1 − εLW)W · FRd→LW (1 − εLW)W · FA→LW −H (1 − εLW)H · FRW→LW

(1 − εRW)W · FRd→RW (1 − εRW)W · FA→RW (1 − εRW)H · FLW→RW −H

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (12)

B = [ −W · εRd B(LSTRd) −W · L↓ −H · εLW B(LSTLW) −H · εRW B(LSTRW)
]T

. (13)
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downwelling radiance are known in advance, the radiance of
each component inside the street canyon with the impact of
3-D structures and their radiation can be obtained using (29)
easily. Consequently, the ground observed radiance (LGnd_3D)
and brightness temperature (T Gnd_3D) of the target pixel over a
street canyon affected by the 3-D structures and their radiation
can be simplified in (30), whereas the satellite observed
radiance (LTOA_3D) and brightness temperature (T TOA_3D) of
the target pixel over a street canyon influenced by the 3-D
structures and their radiation can also be simplified in (31)

LGnd_3D = B(T Gnd_3D) = M · N (30)

LTOA_3D = B(T TOA_3D) = τ (θ)(M · N) + L↑(θ) (31)

in which (32) and (33), as shown at the bottom of the next
page.

The subscripts “wall_x” and “wall_y” in (33) identify the
left wall or right wall, which are dependent on the viewing
angles because only one building wall could be observed by
the remote sensor given a specific viewing direction as stated
in Section II-A. According to (29), the “wall_x” should be
“LW” and “wall_y” should be “RW” if the left wall is inside
the sensor’s IFOV; while the “wall_x” should be “RW” and
“wall_y” should be “LW” if the right wall is inside the sensor’s
IFOV.

Finally, the ATIMOU can be successfully developed on
the basis of the solutions of LGnd_3D

Rd , LGnd_3D
A , LGnd_3D

LW , and
LGnd_3D

RW . In fact, three options have been provided to calculate
these four parameters. First, on the basis of (11), which is
in matrix form, but provides the most accurate solutions and
requires the least assumptions. Second, on the basis of (19),
which is in analytical form and includes the entire multiple
reflections. Third, on the basis of (29), which is simplified
from (19) assuming that the two walls have same emissivity,
and the items regarding to the radiation that having been

reflected more than once are negligible. Considering that
the third option gives the simplest solutions with accept-
able accuracies for most cases, they have been used in the
following sections to study the magnitude of the impact of
3-D structures and their radiation under different conditions.
However, if more accurate results are required, particularly for
situations in which facets have low emissivity inside a street
canyon, more exact solutions given by (19) and (29) with entire
multireflections should be used in ATIMOU. In addition, since
the obstructions of solar irradiance inevitably exist in urban
areas during the daytime of a cloudless day, the input LSTLW,
LSTRW, and LSTRd in ATIMOU then should be given as their
effective temperature with consideration of the temperature
difference in the sunlit and shadowed areas. In this way,
the ATIMOU is applicable to both night-time and daytime
conditions.

C. Qualification of the Impact of 3-D Structures and Their
Radiation on TIR Measurements Over a Street Canyon

From the analysis above, the ground and satellite TIR mea-
surements with consideration of the impact of 3-D structures
and their radiation could be expressed by (30) and (31),
respectively. If the 3-D structures are not considered, then
ground and satellite TIR measurements irrespective of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation could be expressed
by (34) and (35), respectively, according to the traditional
radiative transfer model

LGnd = B(T Gnd) = M · V (34)

LTOA = B(T TOA) = τ (θ)(M · V ) + L↑(θ) (35)

V =
⎡
⎣ εroof B(LSTroof) + (1 − εroof)L↓

εRd B(LSTRd) + (1 − εRd)L↓
εwall B

(
LSTwall_x

) + (1 − εwall)L↓

⎤
⎦ (36)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

LGnd_3D
Rd

LGnd_3D
A

LGnd_3D
LW

LGnd_3D
RW

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

W · (C11 − ρAC1) · εRd B(LSTRd) + W · ρRdC12 · L↓ + H · ρRd(ρA FRdA + 1)C2

W · m_denom
W · (C11 − ρRdC1) · L↓ + W · ρAC12 · εRd B(LSTRd) + H · ρA(ρRd FRdA + 1)C2

W · m_denom
H · (C31 − ρRWC3) · εLW B(LSTLW) + H · ρLWC32 · εRW B(LSTRW) + W · ρLW(ρRW FRW�LW + 1)C4

H · m_denom
H · (C31 − ρLWC3) · εRW B(LSTRW) + H · ρRWC32 · εLW B(LSTLW) + W · ρRW(ρLW FRW�LW + 1)C4

H · m_denom

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(19)

C11 = 1 − F2
RW�LWρLWρRW (20)

C1 = FLW,RW→A,Rd FA,Rd→LW,RW(2FRW�LWρLWρRW + ρLW + ρRW) (21)
C12 = FRdAC11 + C1 (22)
C2 = FLW,RW→A,Rd((FRW�LWρRW + 1)εLW B(LSTLW) + (FRW�LWρLW + 1)εRW B(LSTRW)) (23)

m_denom = (
F2

Rd�AρAρRd − 1
)(

F2
RW�LWρLWρRW − 1

)
−(ρRd + ρA(2FRd�AρRd + 1))(ρRW + ρLW(2FRW�LWρRW + 1))FA,Rd→LW,RW FLW,RW→A,Rd (24)

C31 = 1 − F2
Rd�AρAρRd (25)

C3 = FLW,RW→A,Rd FA,Rd→LW,RW(2FRd�AρAρRd + ρRd + ρA) (26)
C32 = FRW�LWC31 + C3 (27)
C4 = FA,Rd→LW,RW

(
(FRd�AρA + 1)εRd B(LSTRd) + (FRdAρRd + 1)L↓)

. (28)
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where LGnd and T Gnd represent the ground observed radiance
and brightness temperature of the target pixel over a street
canyon, respectively, with LTOA and T TOA representing the
satellite observed radiance and brightness temperature of target
pixel over a street canyon, respectively, none of which take into
account the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation. In this
article, the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation on ground and satellite TIR measurements over a
street canyon have been defined as (37) and (38), respectively,

	T Gnd
3D-2D = T Gnd_3D − T Gnd (37)

	T TOA
3D-2D = T TOA_3D − T TOA. (38)

D. Qualification of the Contribution of Atmosphere and
Wall-to-Ground TIR Measurements Over a Road

If the target has been observed obliquely, the TIR mea-
surement may be a mixed signal of roof, wall, and road.
Under such cases, it is difficult to quantitively investigate
the contribution of each radiation source to the total TIR
measurements. Therefore, it is assumed that the target is to
be observed vertically and the footprint of the IFOV is to be
filled only with road in this section, suggesting �roof/�IFOV =
�wall/�IFOV = 0 and �road/�IFOV = 1. Then, (30) could be
simplified further as

LGnd_3D

= εRd B(LSTRd) + ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)

+ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρRd FA→Rd L↓

1 − FRW�LWρwall
.

(39)

Based on (39), the contribution of each radiation source
inside the 3-D structures to the total ground TIR measure-
ments over a road can be obtained. The contribution of the

atmosphere to the ground TIR measurements (	T OnRoad
A ) over

a road can be expressed by:

	T OnRoad
A = B−1

[
εRd B(LSTRd) + ρRd FA→Rd L↓

1 − FRW�LWρwall

]
−B−1[εRd B(LSTRd)] (40)

where B−1 is the inverse Planck function.
Similarly, the contribution of the two walls to the ground

TIR measurements (	T OnRoad
wall ) over a road can be expressed

by

	T OnRoad
wall

= B−1[εRd B(LSTRd) + ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)

+ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
] − B−1[εRd B(LSTRd)].

(41)

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation Inputs

To investigate the impact of 3-D structures and their radi-
ation on the satellite TIR measurements, the geometric and
radiative properties of the scenario are needed. From (30)–
(33), it is shown that six parameters could affect the magnitude
of satellite TIR measurement: atmospheric type, temperature
and emissivity of building walls, temperature and emissivity
of a road, and the ratio between wall height and road width
(hereafter referred as “H/W”). Please note that the tempera-
tures of left and right wall have been set to be the same during
the analyses in the following sections for simplification (i.e.,
LSTLW = LSTRW = LSTwall ), although they can be different
in the proposed ATIMOU. Besides, since the building walls
are assumed to have the same height, the energy exchange
inside the street canyon will not be affected by the roof-
emitted radiance. Therefore, the dependency of the impact

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

LGnd_3D
Rd

LGnd_3D
A

LGnd_3D
LW

LGnd_3D
RW

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

εRd B(LSTRd) + ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρRd FA→Rd L↓

1 − FRW�LWρwall

L↓ + ρA H · FLW→Aεwall B(LSTLW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρA H · FRW→Aεwall B(LSTRW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρA FRd→AεRd B(LSTRd)

1 − FRW�LWρwall

εwall B(LSTLW) + ρwallW · FA→LW L↓

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρwall FRW→LWεwall B(LSTRW) + ρwallW · FRd→LWεRd B(LSTRd)

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)

εwall B(LSTRW) + ρwallW · FA→RW L↓

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρwall FLW→RWεwall B(LSTLW) + ρwallW · FRd→RWεRd B(LSTRd)

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(29)

M =
[

�roof

�IFOV

�road

�IFOV

�wall

�IFOV

]
(32)

N =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

εroof B(LSTroof) + (1 − εroof)L↓

εRd B(LSTRd) + ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW)

W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ ρRd FA→Rd L↓

1 − FRW�LWρwall

εwall B
(
LSTwall_x

) + ρwallW · FA→wall_x L↓

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)
+ρwall Fwall_y→wall_xεwall B

(
LSTwall_y

) + ρwallW · FRd→wall_xεRd B(LSTRd)

H (1 − FRW�LWρwall)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦.

(33)
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TABLE I

SIMULATION INPUTS FOR STUDYING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE IMPACT OF
3-D STRUCTURES AND THEIR RADIATION ON TIR MEASUREMENTS

of 3-D structures and their radiation on roof emissivity and
temperature will not be discussed in this article. Additionally,
simulated results at 10 μm have been presented as an example
because the results are similar in other TIR wavelengths.
Aerosol type has been set as Urban with the visibility of
10 km and MODerate resolution atmospheric TRANsmission
model (MODTRAN) [29], [30] has been introduced to cal-
culate the atmospheric transmittance, upwelling, downwelling
radiance, and the atmospheric spherical albedo at bottom of
the atmosphere. The IFOV footprint is assumed to be filled
only with road at nadir. A series of H/W is set to represent
different street canyon structures. Besides, we have obtained
the minimum, maximum, and mean emissivities at 10 μm
for commonly used construction materials of roof, wall, and
road respectively on the basis of the ECOSTRESS emissivity
library (https://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov) to represent the emissivity
variations in urban areas. When studying the dependency of
the magnitude of 3-D structures and their radiation on a
specific parameter, the rest arguments have been set as their
mean value (tagged as the “default” value in Table I). Detailed
configurations for simulation inputs are listed in Table I.

B. Analysis of the Impact of 3-D Structures and Their
Radiation on TIR Measurements Over a Street Canyon

According to (31) and (33), atmospheric transmittance,
H/W, road reflectance, wall radiation, and viewing direction
are the five main factors that exert the strongest influence on
the TIR measurements after considering the 3-D structures and
their radiation in the radiative transfer model. Therefore, the
influence of these first four parameters in function of view
geometric conditions on the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation is further investigated using (30)–
(38) in this section.

1) Dependency of the Impact of 3-D Structures and Their
Radiation on Atmospheric Type: Four atmospheric types were
used to represent different atmospheric conditions in this
section. Using (38), the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on satellite TIR measurement was
considered for different atmospheric types (Fig. 3). Results
are presented utilizing a polar coordinate system with color
representing the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation, the length of radius representing the viewing
zenith angle, and the radius angle representing the viewing
azimuth angle. As the results show, the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation in a hot, humid

Fig. 3. Magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on
satellite TIR measurements over a street canyon for different atmospheric
types on the basis of (31), (35), and (38). Additional required parameters
have been set as the default values listed in Table I.

atmosphere (e.g., Tropical with total water vapor content of
4.11 g/cm2 and bottom layer temperature of 300.15 K) is
about 0.52 K, which is much smaller than that in a cold and
dry atmosphere (e.g., Mid-Latitude Winter with total water
vapor content of 0.85 g/cm2 and bottom layer temperature
of 272.15 K) with a magnitude of about 1.78 K. In fact, the
difference in the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation for different atmospheres is mainly caused by
the variation of atmospheric transmittance. As the atmosphere
becomes humid and hot, atmospheric transmittance decreases,
indicating that the contribution of 3-D structures and their
radiation will be suppressed in the satellite observed signals.
This effect explains why the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation in cold and dry atmospheres is
always larger than those in hot and humid atmospheres.

Additionally, for each atmospheric type, the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation decreases as viewing zenith angle
increases, including the north–south direction. This is believed
to be caused by the decrease of atmospheric transmittance with
increasing view zenith angle. Moreover, around the west–east
direction, IFOV may be partly or entirely filled with building
roofs as the viewing zenith angle increases to a certain value.
Consequently, with increasing zenith angle, the magnitude of
the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation decreases faster
toward the west–east direction than those around North–South
direction, because the building roofs are not affected by the
3-D structures and their radiation.

2) Dependency of the Impact of 3-D Structures and Their
Radiation on Road Emissivity: From (33), it is shown that
H/W is a factor that governs the energy exchange inside the
street canyon. Besides, road reflectance that directly multiplies
the H/W is also an important parameter determining the sim-
ulated TIR measurements, especially for nadir observations.
Moreover, road reflectance determines not only the amount
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Fig. 4. Magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on
ground TIR measurements over a street canyon under different combinations
of road emissivity and H/W on the basis of (30), (34), and (37). Additional
parameters have been set as the default values listed in Table I.

of reflected environmental radiance, but also the self-emitted
radiance of the road (εRd = 1 − ρRd). In this section, (37) is
employed under different combinations of road emissivity and
H/W to study the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation
on ground TIR measurements (Fig. 4).

Results show that the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation increases with increasing H/W around the north–
south direction. For example, when road emissivity is 0.921,
the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation increases from about 1.44 K to 3.47 K as H/W
increases from 0.5 to 4 [Fig. 4(a)–(c)]. However, as H/W
increases from 0.5 to 2, the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation increases by about 1.54 K (from 1.44 to 2.98
K). When H/W continually increases from 2 to 4, the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation only increases by about
0.49 K (from 2.98 to 3.47 K), indicating the increasing rate
of impact of 3-D structures and their radiation decreases as
H/W continually increases. This is because the view factors
from wall to road first increase quickly with increasing H/W,
then tend to become stable as they approach 0.5, suggesting
that the possibility of energy leaving the wall and reaching
the road tends to be stable with increasing H/W. Moreover,
when H/W is large (e.g., H/W ≥ 2), for those cases with a
viewing azimuth angle away from the north–south direction
and viewing zenith angle larger than 20◦, there will be no
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on the TIR
measurement because the IFOV is only filled with building
roofs. But when H/W is small (e.g., H/W = 0.5), the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation exists for all viewing
angles.

Results also show that road emissivity significantly affects
the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation. When road emissivity decreases from 0.973 to
0.921, the contribution from 3-D structures and their radiation

to the TIR measurements increases by 0.96 K (from 0.48 to
1.44 K) for the cases with H/W = 0.5, while could increase
by 2.30 K (from 1.17 to 3.47 K) for the cases with H/W = 4.
In fact, as the road emissivity decreases, the target reflected
environmental radiance increases, leading to the proportion
of the target reflected environmental radiance in the total
TIR measurement increases directly. Besides, according to the
Kirchoff’s law, the road self-emitted radiance decreases at the
same time, which could also indirectly result in the increase of
the proportion of the target reflected environmental radiance
in the total TIR measurement. Therefore, the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation is very sensitive
to the road emissivity.

3) Dependency of the Impact of 3-D Structures and Their
Radiation on Wall Temperature: For nadir observations, the
larger the radiation of the building walls, the larger the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation on the observed TIR
measurements, provided that the other parameters remain
unchanged. In fact, both wall temperature and wall emissivity
determine the radiation emitted by building walls, but the
magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation
is more sensitive to the wall temperature than that to the
wall emissivity. As shown in (33), self-radiation of a wall
increases with increasing wall emissivity (i.e., the numerator
of ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)/W (1 − FRW�LWρwall) +
((ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW))/(W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)))
increases). But the denominator increases as well,
which counteracts the increases in the numerator.
In addition, the contribution of the atmosphere (i.e.,
ρRd FA→Rd L↓/1 − FRW�LWρwall) also decreases, counteracting
the increases in the wall’s self-radiation as well. However,
as the wall temperature increases, the denominator and
the contribution of the atmosphere both remain unchanged
which do not counteract the increases of the wall’s self-
radiation. Consequently, the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation is more dependent on the wall
temperature than the wall emissivity, which is also confirmed
by the results presented in Section III-C1 below. Therefore,
only wall temperature has been changed to represent the
differing radiation magnitude of building walls in this section.
Using (37), the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation
on ground TIR measurement is considered under different
combinations of wall temperature and H/W (Fig. 5).

In Fig. 5, it can be seen that the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on the TIR
measurement increases with increasing wall temperature. For
cases of nadir observations, as wall temperature increases
from 260 to 340 K, the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation increases from about 0.31 K
to about 1.75 K if H/W is 0.5. When H/W increases to 4,
there will be a more significant impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation on the TIR measurement, with the magnitude
increasing from 0.77 to 4.21 K. The magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation seems to be
more affected by wall temperature than by road emissivity
when compared with Fig. 4. The possible reason is that the
term ρRd H · FLW→Rdεwall B(LSTLW)/W (1 − FRW�LWρwall) +
((ρRd H · FRW→Rdεwall B(LSTRW))/(W (1 − FRW�LWρwall)))
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Fig. 5. Magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on
ground TIR measurements over a street canyon under different combinations
of wall temperature and H/W on the basis of (30), (34), and (37). The
temperatures of left and right wall have been set to be the same for
simplification (i.e., LSTLW = LSTRW = LSTwall). Additional parameters have
been set as the default values listed in Table I.

from (33) is the main influence on the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation. Provided that the
other parameters remain unchanged except ρRd and LSTwall,
it is shown that ρRd in Fig. 4 has changed from 0.050 to
0.079 and 0.027, respectively, i.e., representing 58% and
46% of the variation in road reflectance, whereas LSTwall has
changed from 300 to 340 and 260 K, respectively, i.e., 77%
and 53% of the variation exhibited by wall radiance, which is
larger than the variation of ρRd in Fig. 4. Thus, the magnitude
of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation is smaller
with decreasing road emissivity from 0.973 to 0.921 (Fig. 4)
than that with increasing wall temperature from 260 to 340 K
(Fig. 5).

4) Impact of 3-D Structures and Their Radiation on TIR
Measurements for Extreme Cases: According to the simulated
results above, there generally exists nonnegligible impact of
3-D structures and their radiation on the ground TIR mea-
surements for typical street canyons. The magnitude of this
impact may be even larger for extreme cases, such as the
street canyons regarding to a warm road reflected by a low-
emissivity wall and a hot wall reflected by a low-emissivity
road. In this section, the results of these two scenarios have
also been simulated in detail (Fig. 6). It should be noticed that
the minimum emissivity of the road has been set as 0.415 in
Fig. 6(b) (i.e., the same as the minimum emissivity of the
wall), because the typical minimum emissivity of the road
according to the ECOSTRESS emissivity library (i.e., 0.921)
is too high to represent the extreme condition. The H/W has
been set as 1 and the width of the IFOV has been set as three
times as the road width to allow a better capture of the signals
from walls for oblique viewing angles.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the magnitude of the impact of
3-D structures and their radiation is only about 0.12 K for

Fig. 6. Magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on
ground TIR measurements over a street canyon under two extreme scenarios.
The temperatures of left and right wall have been set to be the same
for simplification (i.e. LSTLW = LSTRW = LSTwall). (a) εwall = 0.415,
LSTwall = 300K , εRd = 0.973, and LSTRd = 340K ; (b) εwall = 0.967,
LSTwall = 340K , εRd = 0.415, and LSTRd = 300K . The H/W has been set
as 1 and the width of the IFOV has been set as three times as the road width.
Additional parameters have been set as the default values listed in Table I.

nadir observations. This is because the road emissivity is
high (0.973), indicating less environmental radiance could
be reflected. Moreover, the wall emissivity is low (0.415),
leading to less environmental radiance arriving at the road.
However, as viewing zenith angle increases, the proportion
of the wall inside the IFOV increases. The radiance from
a warm road will be reflected by a low-emissivity wall.
Therefore, the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on
TIR measurements increases quickly to 9.91 K. As the viewing
zenith angle continually increases, the proportion of roof inside
the IFOV increases while the proportion of wall decreases.
Thus, the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation on TIR
measurements decreases as shown in Fig. 6(a).

For the case regarding to a hot wall reflected by a low-
emissivity road as shown in Fig. 6(b), the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation is maximum for nadir observa-
tions with the magnitude of 12.30 K. As the viewing zenith
angle increases, the proportion of road decreases while the
proportion of wall and roof increases inside the IFOV. But less
environmental radiance could be reflected by the wall because
of the high emissivity of the wall and the low emissivity of
road, leading to the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation
decreases. It is predictable that there will be no impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on the TIR measurements if the
viewing zenith angle is large enough to make the IFOV entirely
fulfilled by the roof.

C. Analysis of the Contribution of Atmosphere and
Wall-to-Total Ground TIR Measurements Over a Road

The separate contribution of atmosphere and wall to the total
ground TIR measurements is also worthy of study. Assuming
the target has been observed vertically and the IFOV footprint
is filled only with road, the contribution of atmosphere and
building wall to the total ground TIR measurements over a
road can be studied in detail using (40) and (41), respectively.
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Fig. 7. Respective contributions of atmosphere and building wall to total
ground TIR measurements with variation of wall temperature and wall
emissivity. The temperatures of left and right wall have been set to be the same
for simplification (i.e. LSTLW=LSTRW = LSTwall). Additional parameters
have been set as the default values listed in Table I.

1) Dependency of the Contribution of Atmosphere and
Wall-to-Total Ground TIR Measurements With Variable Wall
Temperature and Wall Emissivity: When 3-D structures in
urban areas are considered, the building walls together with
atmospheric downwelling radiance are expected to contribute
to the environmental radiance above the road. As the wall
temperature and emissivity increase, more energy is emit-
ted from the building walls, provided that the other input
parameters remain unchanged (Fig. 7). Consequently, the
environmental radiance reflected by a road increases as well.
But according to (40), the contribution of atmosphere to the
TIR measurements would not change with variation of wall
temperature (Fig. 7). In addition, as shown in Fig. 7, the
contribution of atmosphere is also not sensitive to the wall
emissivity. Furthermore, the magnitude of the contribution of
atmosphere to total TIR measurements is small. For example,
when H/W is 2, the magnitude is only about 0.22 K for all
combinations of wall temperature and emissivity.

Moreover, although the self-emitted radiance of a wall
decreases as wall emissivity decreases, more environmental
radiance will be reflected by the wall simultaneously. There-
fore, the contribution from building walls does not change
considerably with a slight variation of wall emissivity (e.g.,
from 0.967 to 0.906) as shown in Fig. 7. Only if the wall
emissivity changes greatly (e.g., from 0.906 to 0.415), the
contribution of a building wall would significantly affect the
total ground TIR measurements. However, increasing wall
temperature could significantly increase the contribution of
building walls. For example, as wall temperature rises from
260 to 340 K, the magnitude of the contribution of the building
wall could increase from about 1.14 to 4.22 K for cases with
H/W of 2 and wall emissivity of 0.967.

2) Dependency of the Contribution of Atmosphere and Wall-
to-Total Ground TIR Measurement With Variable Road Tem-
perature and Road Emissivity: The value of road emissivity

Fig. 8. Respective contributions of atmosphere and building wall to total
ground TIR measurements with variation of road temperature and road
emissivity. Additional parameters have been set as the default values listed in
Table I.

determines how much environmental radiance could be
reflected into the remote sensor. Unlike natural surfaces, the
emissivity of manmade materials generally has a large range,
implying the reflectivity may be high in urban areas. For exam-
ple, the emissivity of paving materials such as concrete and
asphalt can be <0.95 at 10 μm according to the ECOSTRESS
Spectral Library, Version 1.0 (https://speclib.jpl.nasa.gov/).
As a result, large environmental radiance could be reflected
making the contribution of building wall to total ground TIR
measurement significant. As shown in Fig. 8, the contribution
of a building wall is <2 K when road emissivity is 0.973, but
quickly increases by about 3 times as road emissivity decreases
to 0.921.

Moreover, results show that the contribution of a building
wall increases with decreasing road temperature. In fact,
the absolute value of road-reflected environmental radiance
remains the same with varying road temperature, according
to (41). However, the self-emitted radiance of a road decreases
as road temperature decreases, making the proportion of road-
reflected environmental radiance in the total TIR measure-
ments relatively increase. Consequently, the contribution of a
building wall and atmosphere to the total TIR measurements
both increase with decreasing road temperature. For example,
when H/W is 2 and road temperature decreases from 340
to 260 K, the contribution of a building wall increases from
2.71 to 5.89 K for cases with road emissivity of 0.921, whereas
the contribution of atmosphere increases from 0.18 to 0.39 K.
If road emissivity increases to 0.973, the contribution of a
building wall could only increase from 0.90 to 1.97 K and
the contribution of the atmosphere is almost negligible at a
magnitude of <0.13 K. It is shown that the atmosphere does
not make significant contribution to the total TIR measure-
ments for the cases above. But if the road emissivity is low,
such as 0.415 (the same as the minimum wall emissivity used
in this study), the magnitude of the atmospheric contribution
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increases significantly to 2.92 K with the other parameters set
as the default values listed in Table I.

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

As demonstrated in Section II-B, once the energy exchange
inside a street canyon has been calculated, the traditional TIR
radiative transfer model could be used to obtain the satellite
observed radiance of a target pixel in ATIMOU. Hence, the key
procedure of the proposed model is the calculation of ground
brightness temperature (Tg). Validation of ATIMOU could
be achieved by comparing the simulated Tg with referenced
values.

An additional 3-D radiative transfer model has been intro-
duced in this article for intercomparison. Considering that the
DART model is one of the most commonly used 3-D radiative
transfer models in use and has the ability of simulating radia-
tive transfer in the system “Earth-Atmosphere” from visible to
TIR wavelengths [22]–[24], it has been chosen to provide the
reference Tg (tagged as DART hereafter). In DART, an Earth
scene with the total size of 50 m × 50 m and a cell dimension
of 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.5 m has been introduced to contain
the scenario shown in Fig. 1. The type of roof has been set
as a plate without thickness. The surfaces of urban element
in DART have been set to have no spatial variability in
emissivities and temperatures. The road width, wall height,
and other parameters have been set according to the preset
values listed in Table I. Then, the scenario of the whole urban
area could be generated by repeating this basic Earth scene.
Considering the IFOV may be covered with hundreds of cells,
the TIR measurements of all the cells inside the IFOV will be
averaged to obtain the final simulated results.

In addition, the analytical model proposed by Caselles and
Sobrino [25] (tagged as Caselles_1989 hereafter) has also
been applied to urban areas to provide the simulated results
for intercomparison. Besides, to study the bias introduced
by simplifying (19)–(29), the simulated results of ATIMOU
using the exact solutions of (19) have also been provided
(tagged as ATIMOU_Exact hereafter). Since road emissivity,
H/W, wall temperature, and road temperature are the main
factors that affect the contribution of 3-D structures and
their radiation to total TIR measurements, the simulated Tg

using different models has been compared with each other by
varying these factors under nadir [Fig. 9(a)–(e)] and nonnadir
conditions [Fig. 9(f)]. Besides, since the roof and wall are
supposed to be the same component in Caselles_1989, the
roof emissivity has been set as the same as the wall emissivity
during the comparison of the four models in this section.

For all the cases, it is shown in Fig. 9 that the simula-
tions from ATIMOU_Exact are the closest to DART while
the simulations from Caselles_1989 are the most differ-
ent from DART. The ATIMOU almost provides the same
results as the ATIMOU_Exact with the biases of only about
0.05 K. However, as the road emissivity or wall emissivity
decreases, the ATIMOU underestimates the Tg comparing
with ATIMOU_Exact because of the simplification made in
Section II-B, leading to the simulations from ATIMOU less
than DART. For example, when all parameters have been set

Fig. 9. Intercomparison between the simulated ground brightness temperature
(Tg) of the DART, ATIMOU_Exact, ATIMOU, and Caselles_1989 models.
The temperatures of left and right wall have been set to be the same for
simplification (i.e. LSTLW = LSTRW = LSTwall). (a)–(e) IFOV is assumed to
only be filled by road, viewing zenith, and azimuth angles are fixed at 0◦. (f)
Viewing zenith angle varies from 0◦ to 50◦ and the azimuth angle is fixed
at 90◦.

as default values except that road emissivity decreases from
0.973 to 0.921, the difference between ATIMOU and DART
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TABLE II

MINIMUM/MEAN/MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE OF THE SIMULATED
GROUND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE (Tg) BETWEEN ANY

TWO OF THE MODELS

increases from 0.02 K to 0.07 K [Fig. 9(c)], which is still
acceptable. But if wall emissivity decreases from 0.967 to
0.415 while the other parameters remain as the default values,
the difference between ATIMOU and DART increases quickly
from 0.01 to 0.50 K [Fig. 9(e)]. As a contrast, the difference
between ATIMOU_Exact and DART never exceeds 0.02 K
except the one with the wall emissivity of 0.415 [Fig. 9(e)],
for which the difference is still not large with the magnitude
of 0.08 K.

When comparing ATIMOU with Caselles_1989, the dif-
ference is small only if the emissivities of each component
inside the street canyon are not too low and the temperatures
of each component are close to each other. For example,
as shown in Fig. 9(b) the difference between ATIMOU and
Caselles_1989 is only around 0.1 K when the road tem-
perature is 300 K and the other parameters have been set
as default values. As the road temperature decreases away
from 300 to 260 K, the difference between ATIMOU and
Caselles_1989 soon increases to 0.53 K. Besides, when the
road temperature increases away from 300 to 340 K, this
difference also increases to a larger magnitude (0.26 K). When
the other parameters have been set as the default values but
the wall temperature varies from 300 to 260 or 340 K, the
difference between ATIMOU and Caselles_1989 also increases
quickly to 0.28 and 0.45 K, respectively [Fig. 9(d)]. This
is because Caselles_1989 introduces the first-order Taylor
expansion to linearize the Planck function, which maybe not
accurate when the temperatures of each component inside
the street canyon are not close to the effective temperature.
It is also shown that the difference between ATIMOU and
Caselles_1989 becomes large when road emissivity or wall
emissivity decreases. As shown in Fig. 9(c) and (e), this
difference increases from 0.05 to 0.15 K as road emissivity
decreases from 0.973 to 0.921, while increases from 0.03 to
0.35 K as wall emissivity decreases from 0.967 to 0.415. This
phenomenon is because all the multi-reflections have been
ignored in Caselles_1989 but some of the multi-reflections
have been retained in ATIMOU owing to the “gain factor -
(1 − FRW�LWρwall) ” in the denominator.

The simulated results of these four models under nonnadir
conditions have also been compared as shown in Fig. 9(f).
The azimuth angle has been set as 90◦ which is perpen-
dicular to the street direction and zenith angles of 0◦, 10◦,
20◦, 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦ have been used as examples. It is
shown that the ATIMOU_Exact is still the closest to DART
while the Caselles_1989 is the most different from DART.
The simulations from the ATIMOU, ATIMOU_Exact, and
Caselles_1989 are generally similar to each other, but the
differences between them and DART increase a little as view-
ing zenith angle increases. This is perhaps because the street

canyon has been discretized in DART, indicating there may
exist variations among the small voxels that constitute the wall
or road after calculating the multi-reflections inside the street
canyon. When the viewing zenith angle increases, the scenario
inside the IFOV changes resulting from the obstruction of
buildings. The simulations of DART vary not only because
the proportion of each component inside the IFOV changes,
but also because the voxels regarding to each component inside
the IFOV are different. However, the surfaces of the wall and
road are all considered as Lambert plates in the rest three
models, indicating the simulations of these three models vary
only because the proportion of each component inside the
IFOV changes. Consequently, the difference between DART
and the rest three models increases a little with increase of
viewing zenith angle. However, if the viewing zenith angle
continually increases, only roof could be observed inside the
IFOV, leading to the simulated results of the four models are
all the same [Fig. 9(f)].

Moreover, to provide an overall comparison between these
four models, a series of scenarios have been made to rep-
resent different street canyons with varying the H/W, εwall,
LSTwall, εRd, and LSTRd according to the preset parameters in
Table I. The other parameters have been set as default values
and the viewing direction has been set as nadir. Then, the
minimum, mean, and maximum absolute differences between
any two of the models have been calculated and listed in
Table II on the basis of these scenarios. It is shown that ATI-
MOU_Exact and DART provide the most similar simulations
while Caselles_1989 and DART provide the most different
simulations.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, a new analytical TIR radiative transfer model,
ATIMOU, was introduced that considers the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on TIR measurements. In this
model, viewing factors between a road and its surrounding
infrastructure were used to calculate the energy exchange
inside a street canyon. On the basis of this model, the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation on the TIR measurements
over a street canyon was quantitively evaluated under differ-
ent viewing angles after accounting for obstructions caused
by walls of buildings. The respective contributions of the
atmosphere and walls to total ground TIR measurements at
nadir were also investigated to further characterize the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation. Finally, the fidelity of the
proposed model was tested by a comparison with the DART
model. Small mean absolute error < 0.10 K was found in the
simulated ground brightness temperatures, indicating that the
proposed model is in good agreement with DART.

For the simulations over a street canyon, results show that
the magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation on satellite TIR measurements is different under
different atmospheric types. Generally, the magnitude of the
impact of 3-D structures and their radiation in a hot, humid
atmosphere is smaller than that in a cold, dry atmosphere,
and is believed to be caused by the variation of atmospheric
transmittance as demonstrated by (31) and (35). Results also
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show that the impact of 3-D structures and their radiation is
always largest at nadir, because the IFOV may be partly, and
even entirely, filled with building roofs as the viewing zenith
angle increases. However, the building roofs are not affected
by the radiation of the 3-D structures. Moreover, increasing
H/W, decreasing road emissivity, and increasing wall temper-
ature could all increase the magnitude of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on a TIR measurement, according
to the simulations. For nadir observations of a scenario with a
wavelength of 10 μm, road and wall temperatures of 300 K,
road emissivity of 0.950, and wall emissivity of 0.906, as H/W
increases from 0.5 to 4, the impact of 3-D structures and their
radiation on the ground TIR measurement increases by about
1.28 K from 0.90 to 2.18 K. If H/W is fixed at 2, while
road emissivity decreases from 0.973 to 0.921, the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation could increase from 1
to 2.98 K. If wall temperature increases from 260 to 340 K
while the other parameters remain at default values, the impact
of 3-D structures and their radiation increases rapidly from
0.66 to 3.62 K. In addition, based on results in Section III-B,
the minimum magnitude of the impact of 3-D structures and
their radiation on ground TIR measurements is about 0.31 K
in cases with road temperature of 300 K, road emissivity
of 0.950, H/W of 0.5, wall emissivity of 0.906, and wall
temperature of 260 K; whereas a maximum value of about
4.21 K may be obtained in cases with road temperature of
300 K, road emissivity of 0.950, H/W of 4, wall emissivity of
0.906, and wall temperature of 340 K.

The respective contributions of atmosphere and building
wall to total ground TIR measurements over a road were also
considered. According to the simulations, the contribution of
a building wall to the total ground TIR measurements can
be greatly affected by radiation from 3-D surroundings. For
nadir observations of a scenario with wavelength of 10 μm, the
contribution of a building wall is more significant in cases with
lower road emissivity and higher wall temperature, because
more environmental radiance would be reflected into the
remote sensor by the target pixel. For example, if H/W is fixed
at 2, road temperature is fixed at 300 K, wall emissivity is fixed
at 0.906, and road emissivity is fixed at 0.950, the contribution
of a wall increases from 1.12 to 4.12 K with increasing wall
temperature from 260 to 340 K. When wall temperature is
fixed at 300 K, the contribution of the wall would increase
rapidly from 1.69 to 3.69 K as road emissivity decreased from
0.973 to 0.921. Results also show that even though the absolute
value of road-reflected environmental radiance remains the
same if only the road temperature varies, the contributions
of atmosphere and wall to total ground TIR measurement
still change. This is because the self-emitted radiance of the
road decreases as road temperature decreases, allowing for
the proportion of road-reflected environmental radiance in the
total TIR measurements to increase. For example, for the cases
with H/W of 2, wall temperature of 300 K, wall emissivity
of 0.906, and road emissivity of 0.921, the contribution of a
wall could increase from 2.71 to 5.89 K as road temperature
decreases from 340 to 260 K, whereas the contribution of
atmosphere also increases from 0.18 to 0.39 K. In fact, based
on the results presented in Section III-C, the radiation from

a building wall is the primary cause of the impact of 3-D
structures and their radiation on TIR measurement, because
the maximum magnitude of the contribution of atmosphere
to the total ground TIR measurements is <0.40 K. However,
if road emissivity is low, both contributions from the building
wall and from the atmosphere cannot be ignored.

To summarize, the impact of 3-D structures and their radi-
ation on the TIR measurements generally cannot be neglected
except that the emissivities of the components inside that
street canyon are low. Otherwise, the proposed ATIMOU
provides a convenient tool to calculate the magnitude of
this impact quantitatively and accurately. Since the ATIMOU
could provide analytical solutions, it has the potential to be
combined with the traditional LST retrieval algorithms to
develop new LST retrieval methods with consideration of the
urban 3-D structures. Consequently, for high-spatial-resolution
TIR images in which the 3-D structures of the street canyon
could be recognized, the LST retrieval accuracy should be
greatly improved, indicating that the relevant studies which
require the urban LST, such as urban heat island and urban
energy balance, could all benefit from the more accurate urban
LST retrievals.

Nevertheless, this article poses some limitations. The most
concerned one is that a symmetric scenario with two equal-
height buildings has been used in this article for simplification.
However, the two buildings may have different heights in
actual canopies. For such cases, there exists energy exchange
between the lower building roof and the opposite building
wall, leading to the irradiance above the lower building roof
dependent on the urban 3-D geometry. Consequently, the
current equation system describing the energy conservation
inside the street canyon [(7)–(10)] would be affected by the
building roof provided that the heights of the two buildings are
different. If this asymmetric street canyon has been considered
as the combination of one symmetric street canyon similar
to Fig. 1 and an extra building on top of one building roof,
the energy exchange inside the asymmetric street canyon then
could be modeled on basis of article. The derivation will
be managed in our future work to improve the proposed
ATIMOU.
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